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When a child is identified as having Chiari Malformation it could be very scary and overwhelming.
This book was written to help parents introduce Chiari to their kid to help take up a conversation.
They could have Chiari nonetheless it does not define who they're. It is a brief lighthearted
reserve that leaves a confident message that they are strong and brave.
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 It is ideal for the young to youngster.!! An amazing kids book My child has chiari and this book
gets down in a kids level and assists ease their thoughts and let's them find out they aren't alone.
Watching my girl read this to me, and viewing her expression as she read each web page (that
“They understand!” look) was beyond priceless. After our 7 year older daughter was diagnosed
with Chiari malformation we searched and searched for bookd to help clarify it to her on her level.
A Chiari book for the young to young child Finally a children's book on the subject of Chiari!   I’m
certain it’ll be a preferred of Harper’s for a long time. There is nothing!!. We were so excited to
finally find this reserve about Chiari. It's very simple and doesnt get too much into the details.An
absolute must have for any child with Chiari - newly diagnosed, or still living with it! It is usually
easy for them to read themselves. I am uncertain I would go so far as stating it is overly
informative nonetheless it does provide them with the realization that they are not only that is
invaluable to a kid. I hope more Chiari books become obtainable soon! I searched and sought out
material for my child prior to her medical procedures at six, and I just wish this have been
published sooner. Little Kids Need This Great for little kids who need to know they are not by
yourself. Highly recommend! It really is clear , easy to read, easy to understand and great simple
illustrations.Just what a wonderful, encouraging book for any child who is learning about their
diagnosis, discomfort/symptoms, why they occur, and overcoming them with positivity! Must
read and share Highly recommend book for all ages. What a wonderful book for kids to help
understand what they’re going right through and be strong! I am so content this book is out to
help my girl understand her chairi and that additional kids have it. It is a great book that she has
shared with others to help them know how she feels including classsmates, teachers, siblings,
close friends and grandparents
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